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Abstract

This 2023 document is a wrapper that embeds the author’s original
2022 article of the above title that has never been publicly available
before. The embedded article is about Phase 1 (which is about Tum-
bug) and Phase 2 (which is about non-spatial reasoning) of the 5-phase
Visualizer Project of the author, a project that is still in progress as of
late 2023. The embedded article is currently being re-released by the
author to supply more information about that project to the public,
and for historical reasons. The embedded article was written before
a much more thorough article about Phase 1 (viz., ”Tumbug: A pic-
torial, universal knowledge representation method”) became available
in 2023, but the embedded article describes results from Phase 2 that
have not yet been documented elsewhere.
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1 The article
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2 arXiv reception

Figure 1: October 3, 2022: Article submitted to arXiv, date stamped.
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Figure 2: October 5, 2022: arXiv placed the article on hold.
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Figure 3: October 27, 2022: arXiv rejected the article.
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3 AISTATS 2023 reception

Figure 4: AISTATS reviewer #1 assessment.
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Figure 5: Rebuttal to reviewer #1. The introductory article has 346 pages.
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Figure 6: AISTATS reviewer #2 assessment.
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Figure 7: Rebuttal to reviewer #2: AISTATS 2023 guidelines for reviewers.
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Figure 8: AISTATS reviewer #5 assessment. Request too vast for 8 pages.
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Figure 9: AISTATS reviewer #6 assessment.
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[AISTATS 2023] [Authors] Rejection Notification 

MC 

Microsoft CMT 

To:You 

Fri 1/20/2023 6:33 AM 

Dear Mark A Atkins, 

  

Thank you for submitting your work to AISTATS 2023. We regret to inform you that your submission #117 

(“A promising visual approach to solution of 82% of Winograd Schema problems by using Tumbug Visual 

Grammar, System-Object-Attribute-Value diagrams, and a concept encyclopedia”) has not been accepted 

to the conference. 

  

We received over 2000 abstract submissions this year. Of the 1689 submissions that proceeded to 

review, 29% were accepted to the conference. This was a competitive year, and unfortunately there were 

many good submissions that we were not able to accept. Our decision however is final and we will not 

consider any appeals to overturn the outcome. 

 

We did our best to make the decision process as thorough and fair as possible. 95% of submissions 

received at least 4 reviews from independent and qualified reviewers, with borderline or unclear cases 

further checked carefully by additional reviewers, an Area Chair, a Senior Area Chair and ultimately by 

the Program Chairs. Many factors played a role in the final assessment of a paper: not only numerical 

scores, but also the quality of author rebuttals and reviewer discussions. In the process, every aspect of 

the paper, including among others quality of the writing, representation of the state of the art, as well as 

novelty and potential impact in the AISTATS community, has been considered. 

  

You will be able to check the reviews and meta-reviews on CMT later today (see detailed instructions 

below). We sincerely hope that the reviews and meta-review can help you improve your paper for a 

subsequent resubmission.  

  

We thank you for submitting your work to AISTATS 2023, and we hope that you will continue to do so in 

the future. We also hope that you will still join us at the conference. Registration is already open at 

https://virtual.aistats.org/Conferences/2023 and the schedule will be announced soon. 

  

Best regards, 

 

Jennifer Dy and Jan-Willem van de Meent 

AISTATS 2023 Program Chairs 

 

Christian A. Naesseth and Davin Hill 

AISTATS 2023 Workflow Chairs 

  

  

*** Accessing reviews and meta-review *** 

To view your reviews and meta-review: 

Figure 10: January 20, 2023: AISTATS rejected the article.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Likely underlying reasons for initial rejection

The likely underlying reasons the embedded article was so soundly rejected
seem to be the following:

• Problem #1: The article was far too short (9 pages, in order to conform
to conference regulations) to adequately describe either the Phase 1
foundations of this project (which alone took another article of 346
pages to describe!) or the Phase 2 results, much less both phases.
None of the reviewers seemed to detect this underlying problem, and
instead merely complained that the article was difficult to understand
and that the article needed additional info.
Solutions employed: (1) I began limiting the breadth of each new article
about this project to a single phase. (2) I wrote and posted a new, full-
sized article about only Phase 1, and included complete descriptions
without regard to length. This new article took 11 1/2 months to write.
(3) I began to post all later articles about this project only to sites that
have no page limit.

• Problem #2: The article was submitted to a conference that emphasizes
data science and machine learning, which is a relatively small subset of
AI, so the larger issues of AI, CSR, and KRMs discussed in the article
were evidently unfamiliar to the reviewers from the machine learning
community.
Solutions employed: (1) I began to post all later articles about this
project only to archival sites rather than to conferences whose reviewers
lack broad expertise in artificial intelligence.

• Problem #3: Many reviewers outright misunderstood what was writ-
ten, such as making assumptions that were false, and not noticing that
requested information was already mentioned.
Solutions employed: (1) I included special paragraphs throughout the
next article (about Phase 1) starting with the italicized phrase ”Em-
phasized clarification:” to address those specific misunderstandings that
reviewers made that were based on faulty logic, since these might be
misunderstandings among future readers, also.
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4.2 Some noticeable changes to Tumbug since the 2022
article

• ”?” has been replaced by ” ” (blank) for most unknown values, partly
to save writing effort, and partly to implement the ”DON’T CARE”
wildcard convention that describes the situation better.

• ”?” to represent queries on the ends of slanted lines has been replaced
by ”DK” (= DON’T KNOW), to avoid misinterpreting the ”?” symbol
as the ”?” wildcard of regular expressions.

• The term ”Tumbug-SOAV” has been replaced by the simpler term
”Tumbug.”

• The term ”SOAV” has been replaced by the term ”SCOVA,” to reflect
new awareness of the ”C” (= Change) type of component.

• The square cup icon to represent location has been replaced by an
Aggregation Box, which is a square and is still a type of Location Box.

• Propositional attitudes (like with the label ”try to”) are now repre-
sented by an Aggregation Box with that textual label above the box,
instead of treating a propositional attitude as an action verb.

• States (such as for the concept ”balanced”) are now represented with
State Diagrams instead of graphical plots, even though the new con-
vention can no longer represent fuzzy states.

• Graphical plots would now be contained in an Aggregation Box for
purposes of clarity, to prevent graph axes or plotted lines from being
confused with Attribute Lines or other types of lines.
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